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PURPOSE. To describe different patterns of blinking in patients
undergoing a visual field test and to establish whether the blink
parameters are related to threshold variability.

METHODS. Thirty-nine patients with diagnosed or suspected
glaucoma were recruited to undertake a perimetric task twice.
Blinks were detected with a video eye-tracker system that
records at a sampling rate of 60 Hz. Blink frequency, duration,
and episodes of microsleep (eye closures �500 ms) were
analyzed, and correlated with test–retest threshold variability.
The timing of blinks with respect to stimulus presentation was
analyzed and the percentage of seen stimuli for all presenta-
tions (POSoverall) and those overlapped with blinks (POSover

-

lapped) were compared.

RESULTS. Blink frequency ranged from 0 to 58 per minute. A
significant increase in blink frequency was observed in the
second test (P � 0.001), whereas blink duration and micro-
sleep episodes were not significantly different between the
two tests. The relationship between test–retest threshold vari-
ability and all blink parameters was not significant. For suprath-
reshold stimulus presentations, blinks often occurred after
presentation, whereas for subthreshold presentations, their
timing was independent of stimulus timing. The difference
between POSoverall and POSoverlapped was significant (P �
0.001), and a slight decrease in POSoverlapped was observed
with the increase of overlap duration.

CONCLUSIONS. A wide range of blink frequencies was observed
during perimetric testing. Although no blink parameters
showed significant influence on threshold variability, when the
blinks overlapped with a stimulus presentation, the probability
of seeing was reduced. For suprathreshold stimuli, blinks often
occurred after the presentation, whereas for subthreshold pre-
sentations, there was no relationship to presentation time.
(Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2011;52:4546–4550) DOI:
10.1167/iovs.10-6553

Blinks are not uncommon during a perimetric test, and it is
well recognized by perimetrists that blink frequency varies

from one patient to another. Although some patients hardly
ever blink during a visual field test, others show frequent
blinking that often appears to be related to stimulus presenta-

tion times. At present, there is no literature on the frequency of
blinks during perimetry or whether there is a relationship
between blink parameters (frequency and duration) and peri-
metric findings such as threshold variability.

Blink frequency and duration have been associated with the
performance of other attentional tasks (e.g., driving, piloting
aircraft)1–4 and correlate with subjective sleepiness scales5 and
the EEG.6–8 Suppression or reduction of blinking occurs with
tasks that have a high visual attention demand, such as read-
ing.9 Blink duration correlates with increased sleepiness or
fatigue10–12 and may provide a more significant index for
alertness than blink frequency.13

Loss of attention has been related to variability in the visual
field14 and, given the above relationships for other vigilance
tasks, blink frequency and duration could provide an objective
measure of attention during a perimetric test.

The purposes of present study were fourfold:

1. To report on the frequency and duration of blinks in a
sample of perimetrically experienced patients attending
a glaucoma outpatient clinic.

2. To report on the timing of blinks with respect to stim-
ulus presentation.

3. To establish whether the frequency and duration of
blinks are related to threshold variability.

4. To establish the effect of blinking during a stimulus
presentation.

METHODS

Subjects

Thirty-nine patients (age, 63.2 � 14.0 years; range, 20–85; 17 women
and 22 men) with diagnosed or suspected glaucoma and prior experi-
ence with perimetry were recruited from the outpatient clinic of
Manchester Royal Eye Hospital. Patients with advanced visual field loss
(MD � �12 dB) or medication that may affect pupil size (e.g., pilo-
carpine) were excluded. The study was approved by the local research
ethics committee and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki. Consent was obtained from each patient for participation.

Apparatus

The experimental equipments consisted of a visual stimulus generator
(VSG, version 1.03; Cambridge Research System [CRS], Cambridge,
UK), display monitor, eye-tracker (250 Hz High Speed Video Eye
Tracker [HS-VET]; CRS), response box, and host computer. Custom
software (Delphi, ver. 7; Embarcadero, San Francisco, CA) was used
both to measure the central visual field (full-threshold 24-2 automated
perimetry, 0.5° stimulus, 200-ms presentation time, and 10-cd/m2 back-
ground luminance) at a testing distance of 330 mm and to record eye
blink parameters. Eye blink parameters were recorded with an infra-
red-sensitive camera at a sampling rate of 60 Hz, which provided an
objective, noninvasive, precise, and continuous measure of eye track-
ing in real time.
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Experimental Tasks

The data were collected in a quiet, dimly illuminated room. The
patients were required to perform the 24-2 full-threshold perimetric
test twice with the same eye (the other eye was occluded). The
interstimulus interval was adjusted automatically according to the
patient’s response times, starting off with an interval of 2000 ms and
varying between 1600 and 2850 ms. Fixation loss was tested with
presentations at the blind spot and false-positive and -negative re-
sponses were tested with catch trials. A break of approximately 2
minutes was given between the two tests. This testing protocol is
similar to that used in the routine management of glaucoma, where
both eyes are tested.

Data Analysis

Eye Blink Detection. Eye blinks were defined as eyelid closures
with a duration of 50 to 500 ms.10,13 Closures in excess of 500 ms were
defined as microsleep episodes.13 The timing of each blink was also
measured with respect to stimulus onset times and separately for
stimuli above and below each test locations’ measured threshold.

Visual Field Test. Indices extracted from the visual field data
were threshold variability and percentage of seen stimuli (POS).

Threshold Variability. Threshold variability is defined as the
standard deviation of the test–retest threshold sensitivity differences at
all tested locations (excluding the blind spot) for each patient.

POS. The POS was obtained for all stimulus presentations
(POSoverall) and separately for presentations when a blink partially or fully
overlapped with a presentation (POSoverlapped). POSoverlapped was calculated
for various overlap durations (�0, �50, �100, and �150 ms).

Statistical Analysis. Blink parameters (blink frequency, mean
duration, and number of microsleeps) were calculated for both tests of

each patient. Intertest differences of blink duration and threshold
sensitivity were compared by paired t-test, whereas those of blink
frequency and microsleep numbers were analyzed with the Wilcoxon
signed ranks test. For patients with different blink patterns, intergroup
difference in blink frequency and duration were also compared. Cor-
relation analysis was used to look for relationships between threshold
variability and blink parameters. Comparison of threshold variability
between patients with random or temporally stimulus-related blinks
was analyzed with independent-samples t-tests. The difference be-
tween POSoverall and POSoverlapped was also analyzed (all analyses: SPSS
16.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL). The significance level was 0.05.

RESULTS

Blink Characteristics

The mean (SD) frequency of blinks for the first and second
tests was 9.96 (10.46) per minute and 13.90 (12.16) per min-
ute. Most of the patients (30/39; 76.9%) showed an increase in
blink frequency in the second test, and the difference was
significant (Z � �3.503; P � 0.001). Figure 1 gives the fre-
quency of blinks for each patient in the first and second tests,
ordered according to frequency in the first test.

Figure 1 also gives the mean blink duration for each patient
and test (excluding microsleeps). Blink duration was normally
distributed, with a mean of 153.5 � 46.7 ms in the first test and
163.1 � 42.3 ms in the second (t38 � �1.665; P � 0.104).
There was no obvious relationship between blink frequency
and blink duration (first test: r � 0.034, P � 0.836; second test:
r � 0.039, P � 0.812).

The number of microsleep episodes in the first and second
tests are also shown in Figure 1. Of the patients, 33.3% had

FIGURE 1. Blink frequency (top),
blink duration (middle), and num-
ber of microsleep episodes (bot-
tom) for each patient in the first
(gray columns) and second (black
columns) tests.
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more microsleeps in the second test, whereas 17.9% had less
and 35.9% had no microsleeps in either test. The difference in
number of microsleeps was not significant in the two tests
(Z � �0.868; P � 0.385).

There was good agreement between both frequency (mean
[SD] difference: test 1 minus test 2, �3.94 blinks/min [9.00])
and duration of blinks (mean difference: test 1 minus test 2,
�9.56 ms [35.85]) in the first and second tests, with one
notable exception, patient 14, who had a dramatic increase in
blink frequency during the second test. The consistency of
blink frequency and duration in the first and second tests is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Blinks and Stimulus Presentation

Cumulative plots of eyelid closure during a blink, time locked
to stimulus onset (�500 to �1500 ms), were generated for all
tests.

Sixteen tests had very few blinks (�2/min), and thus it was
impossible to establish any valid relationship with stimulus
presentation.

In the 62 tests with blink frequencies more than two per
minute, 34 of 62 showed an increase in eyelid closures after
stimulus presentation (see example in Fig. 3). In 16 of 62 tests,
eyelid closures were observed to peak both before and after
stimulus presentations and in 12 of 62 tests, there were no
obvious peaks of eyelid closure (Fig. 3). There was no signifi-
cant difference in blink frequency and duration between
groups of different blink patterns (blink frequency: �2 � 2.817,
P � 0.244; blink duration: F2,61 � 1.812, P � 0.172).

When the timing of blinks was plotted separately for stimuli
above and below the measured threshold, the increased fre-
quency after stimulus presentation was seen to be largely
confined to situations in which the stimulus was suprathresh-
old (Fig. 4).

Correlation between Blink Parameters and
Threshold Variability

A significant difference of mean threshold sensitivity was ob-
served between the first and second tests (first test: 15.38 �
3.28 dB; second test: 14.73 � 3.89 dB; t38 � 3.79, P � 0.001).
The mean test–retest threshold variability was 4.10 � 1.58 dB.
The relationship between blink parameters and threshold vari-
ability is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows no significant
correlation between threshold variability and averaged blink
frequency (r � 0.019, P � 0.910), blink duration (r � 0.118,
P � 0.473), and number of microsleeps (r � 0.150, P � 0.364).
For subjects with different blink patterns related to stimulus
presentation, no significant difference in threshold variability
was observed between subjects who blinked randomly and
those who showed a temporal relationship to stimulus presen-
tation (t � 1.042, P � 0.306).

Blinks during Stimulus Presentation

For the tests when subjects had blinks greater than two per
minute, the difference between POSoverall and POSoverlapped

was significant (P � 0.001). When the overlaps were �0
ms, most of the patients (47/62 tests) showed a smaller

FIGURE 2. Blink frequency and du-
ration in the first and second tests.
Slope: equality of the displayed pa-
rameters.

FIGURE 3. Cumulative plots of blink
eyelid closures, time-locked to stim-
ulus presentation, in three patients:
(a) one who showed an increased
frequency after stimulus presenta-
tion; (b) another who showed an in-
creased frequency both before and
after stimulus presentation; and (c)
another who showed no relationship
to stimulus presentation. Shaded ar-
ea: stimulus presentation time.
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POSoverlapped than POSoverall (overall: 44.5% � 5.5%; over-
lapped: 31.9% � 22.1%; t61 � 4.796, P � 0.001). When the
overlap duration was �50, �100, and �150 ms, POSoverlapped

was 31.7% (�23.8%), 28.3% (�26.3%), and 26.8% (�33.1%),
which showed a slight decrease in POS with increasing
overlap (Fig. 6). For those presentations that overlapped with
blinks at the onset and offset point, POS was 29.3% (� 24.8%)
and 33.6% (� 27.1%), respectively (Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION

The present study is the first to report on the frequency and
characteristics of blinks in patients undergoing automated pe-
rimetry. Some patients were found to suppress blinking for
long periods during the perimetric test, whereas others had a
very high frequency of blinks (range, 0–58.09/min). Normal
blink frequency is on the order of 9 to 13 per minute in the
daytime,5,15 increasing to 20 to 30 per minute in sleep-de-
prived subjects or patients with abnormal sleep patterns.6,16

On repeat testing, most of the patients showed a small increase
in the number of blinks. Although this is most likely the results
of an increase in fatigue during the second test, we cannot rule
out the possibility that it is a learning effect.

Blink duration also varied between patients but again
showed a high degree of intrapatient consistency varying little,
either within a test or between the two tests. Caffier et al.10

reported significant changes in blink duration during the day

FIGURE 4. Average percentage of
eyelid closures before and after stim-
ulus presentations within each of the
three groups (group 1, increased fre-
quency after stimulus presentation,
n � 34; group 2, increased fre-
quency before and after stimulus pre-
sentation, n � 16; group 3, no pat-
tern related to stimulus presentation,
n � 12). Data plotted separately for
conditions where the presenting
stimulus was above and below each
test location’s measured threshold.
Percentage of eyelid closures was ob-
tained by dividing the number of clo-
sures under defined stimulus condi-
tions by the number of presentations
(above or below threshold).

FIGURE 5. Relationship between blink parameters and threshold vari-
ability.

FIGURE 6. Overall POS and POS with various extents of overlap be-
tween blinks and stimulus presentations (�0, �50, �100, and �150
ms onset and offset points) for 62 tests with a blink frequency of more
than two per minute.
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that are related to sleepiness. During the relatively short period
of the visual field test (�10 minutes), no such changes were
observed, despite there being evidence that attention varies
during a visual field test.17 Microsleep episodes, which are
considered to be an intermediate stage between drowsiness
and stage 1 of sleep,13,18 were rare in the present study, which
may also be accounted for by the relatively short duration of
our perimetric tests in comparison to that of tests in other
studies of blinks.

When we looked at the temporal relationship of blinks to
stimulus presentation, it was clear that there were three differ-
ent patterns in our sample: (1) blink frequency peaking after a
presentation; (2) blink frequency peaking both before and after
a presentation, and (3) blinks unrelated to stimulus presenta-
tion. However, when the data were separately analyzed for
stimulus presentations that were above and below threshold, it
was clear that seeing the stimulus had an effect on the blink
pattern of those falling in groups 1 and 2. Blinking after stim-
ulus presentation was largely confined to situations where the
patient saw the stimulus. When it was not seen (below thresh-
old) blinks were no longer related to the stimulus presentation.
Similar blink patterns have been reported in studies of auditory
or visual stimuli in discriminative tasks.19,20 In these studies
blinks occurred most frequently between 300 and 1000 ms
after stimulus onset which is similar to that reported here.
Several papers have reported that blinks are suppressed during
periods of high attentive loading.9,21 The suppression of blinks
during stimulus presentation reflects both a high state of atten-
tion and an ability to predict when the next stimulus is likely to
occur.

Correlation analysis shows no relationship between blink
parameters (blink frequency, blink duration, and microsleep)
and test–retest threshold variability. In subjects with different
stimulus-related blink patterns, there is also no significant dif-
ference of threshold variability observed. This study included
patients with early to moderate visual field loss (MD � �12)
and there is a strong relationship between variability and
threshold sensitivity22–24 that may have masked any small ef-
fect due to blink parameters.

It was not surprising that the percentage of seen stimuli
decreased when the blinks occurred during stimulus presenta-
tion, and there was a small reduction in the percentage of
seeing with increasing overlap. Percentage of seeing is a simple
but relatively crude measure of performance that is likely to be
affected by the extent of any visual field loss and the patient’s
response characteristics (false positive rate). The reduction in
the percentage of seen stimuli although small signifies a change
in performance that is likely to increase threshold variability.
Currently, patients are not given specific instructions with
regard to blinking during a perimetric test, and further work is
needed to see whether specific instructions would alter blink
patterns and whether this would have any meaningful effect on
overall variability. An option on many perimeters is to have an
auditory stimulus (a bleep) linked to the stimulus presentation.
Auditory stimuli act as a cue to stimulus presentation and may
assist patients in predicting when the next stimulus is about to
be presented. Several perimetrist prefer not to use auditory
cues, as they believe this encourages false-positive responses.
Further work is needed to establish the benefit or otherwise of
providing an auditory stimulus.

In conclusion, a wide range of blink frequencies and pat-
terns of blinking occur during routine perimetry. Most patients
show an increased frequency of blinks after suprathreshold
presentations, and the likelihood of seeing a stimulus decreases
when a blink coincides with the presentation of a stimulus.
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